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Nothing to ‘cheers’ about

Happy is as
happy does

Lowering the drinking age is a dangerous decision fraught with consequences

or those who stayed up late on
Thursday, it was well worth the effort, as a young Indian team under
MS Dhoni pulled off an improbable victory against South Africa. More than anything else, the win symbolised youthful
chutzpah and a buccaneering spirit, which
has been in much evidence throughout
this tournament.
This win should come as more cause for
cheer for India’s youngsters, who, a survey
tells us, are the happiest in the world. The
Global Youth Survey 2007 carried out by
Swedish consultancy firm Kairos Future
polled 22000 youngsters — 1000 from India
— in 17 countries to reach this conclusion.
What is more, it is not merely the soporific
happiness of the inhabitants of ‘the land of
lotus-eaters’. The aspirational goals of
young Indians are very level-headed: their
eyes are firmly set on a good career and
better status. More importantly, what tops
their agenda is work. It is a sunny version
of the famed ‘Protestant ethic’.
Perhaps a few decades ago, a similar
survey might have shown that Indian
youth were happy because they were a contented lot and they were not materialistic.
Then India was a different kind of country,
closed to the
world. This is a
generation
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the old, fatalistic ethic of being happy with one’s lot.
It is quite clear that the spirit of good
cheer is firmly anchored in economic
growth, which is now reaching levels never seen before. The young seem to believe
that their personal wellbeing will translate
into societal wellbeing as well. Somewhere,
somehow, the middle-class Indian youngster feels that if he or she has a job that allows economic independence, it can only
be a good thing for everyone. The younger
Indian no doubt feels it is cool to be Indian.
The overall sense of optimism stems
from the fact that India is, demographically speaking, a young country. But that
alone would not have ensured the hopes of
a better future. The economy is doing well
and it is poised to do better. People of Indian origin are making their mark in different fields. And gradually, the old Indian diffidence is giving way to assertiveness and,
at least on the cricket field, aggression.
Of course, there is no need to take the
survey as a definitive mood diviner. It is
not. What we get from the survey is a
glimpse of the larger and deeper reality of
the Indian scene. Many things are terribly
wrong with the country. And the middleclass, with its aspirations and dreams,
is not the only segment in the country.
But there is hope because people seem to
feel that the wrongs can be undone and
obstacles overcome. The tone of optimism
that the survey reflects is both true
and substantial.
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Mood reckoner

l ike that only...
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In good faith
Dinesh Mohan

n our ambition to showcase our cities as
world class we seem to think that more
pubs, bars and easy availability of alcohol will make them so. Many newspapers
and TV channels have supported the idea of
longer drinking hours, lower drinking age
and easy access to alcohol. The way these
ideas are being promoted suggests that
there are no problems associated with a
widespread drinking culture. Unfortunately, facts point us in the opposite direction.
A recent study by the World Health Organisation (WHO) tells us that 40 to 60 per
cent of all injury deaths are attributed to
violence. This is particularly so for traffic
accidents involving alcohol. In most countries where drinking and driving is not
controlled strictly, 40 to 50 per cent of traffic crash fatalities have alcohol involvement. Even in those countries where there
is strict enforcement of drinking and driving laws progress has been difficult. In
1982, there were 26,173 alcohol-related road
traffic fatalities in the United States, 60 per
cent of the total number of people killed on
US roadways. With a great deal of effort
over 20 years this proportion was reduced
to 40 per cent. But, the number has been
increasing in the past few years.
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Sweden has a worldwide reputation for
controlling alcohol sales and for very strict
drinking and driving laws. Their successful work against drunk driving resulted in
alcohol-related fatalities declining sharply
from 31 per cent in 1989 to 18 per cent in
1997. Sweden joined the European Union in
1996. This meant, among other things, that
it had to accept a gradual loss of its
restrictive alcohol policies. The percentage
of fatally injured drivers who had been
drinking had risen to 28 per cent by the end
of 2002. Swedish researchers point out that
‘best practices’ to avoid the negative societal consequences of alcohol consumption
include minimum legal purchase age,
government monopoly of retail sales, and
restrictions on hours or days of sale, all
diluted since 1996.
Alcohol misuse is also a major contributor to crime, disorder and anti-social
behaviour in all societies. This is particularly true for males less than 25 years old.
British Government reports show that 33
per cent of stranger and 25 per cent of
acquaintance alcohol-related assaults
happen on weekday evenings/nights.
The problem is quite serious in India
also. A study done at IIT, Delhi, showed that
36 per cent of two-wheeler crash victims
admitted to a neurosurgery ward in a Delhi
hospital had alcohol involvement. The National Institute of Mental Health and Neurosciences,
Bangalore
(NIMHANS)
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estimated that 21 per cent of people who
sustained brain injuries during a crash
were under the influence of alcohol and 90
per cent had consumed alcohol within
three hours prior to the crash. This should
not surprise us. Almost all the recent cases
of well-publicised accidents in India have
had alcohol involvement. A WHO study
shows that teenage drivers with a blood
alcohol concentration of 0.03 g/100 ml
carrying two or more passengers were 34
times more at risk of a crash compared
with drivers aged 30 years or more, with no
alcohol, driving with one passenger.
In the face of these grim facts what are
the world class city governments doing?
Many countries have a minimum legal
drinking age (MLDA) laws below which
people cannot purchase or publicly consume alcohol. In most locations in the US,
that age is 21. There is strong evidence to
suggest that MLDA laws are effective in
preventing crashes involving drinking and
driving — statistics in The US show that
those states who adopted the MLDA of 21 in
the 1980s have since seen a 10 to 15 per cent
decline in drink-driving related fatalities
compared with states that have lower ages.
There is evidence that a relationship
exists between alcohol-related problems
and both outlet density and hours during
which alcohol can be sold, with longer
hours and more outlets leading to
increased problems. Diadema in Brazil has
reduced its murder rate by almost half in
the last few years — largely by establishing
11 pm as the closing hour for bars and other similar establishments. Many city
governments in the West are also imposing
server responsibilities, where retailers are
liable for injuries caused by intoxicated
adults or by minors to whom they have sold
alcohol. Responsible beverage service and
sales legislation is generally aimed at
reducing sales of alcohol to youngsters and
to intoxicated people. The available evidence suggests that legislation of this sort
can significantly reduce crashes involving
drinking and driving.
If we want our cities to be world class in
safety and lack of violence, we will have to
reconsider our headlong entry into greater
alcohol consumption. Before we make any
changes in alcohol serving and sales laws,
we have to put in place mechanisms that
ensure that people cannot be violent in public places and cannot drive after drinking.
The writer runs the Transport Research and
Injury Prevention Programme at IIT, Delhi.

Where have all the animals gone?
Chris Spence

here are the animals?” asked the
elderly Dutch lady. “We paid to see
animals, Asso!”
Asso was the guide on our weeklong
safari in one of Tanzania’s less-visited
national parks. We had been circling for 30
minutes in our jeep around a grassy knoll,
stopping now and then as Asso raised his
binoculars to scan for cheetah
and jaguar, which haunt this kind
of terrain.
But the felines had not deigned to
appear and the Dutch lady was angry.
“We are wasting time! You promised cheetah, Asso!” Her husband timidly backed up
his wife, with much eyebrow raising and
meaningful looks cast in our direction. We
avoided complicity, but neither did we come
to our guide’s rescue. This was payback for
the trauma he had already put us through.
Earlier in the day we had come across a
group of hungry lionesses, panting, their
ribcages exposed. Asso had stopped our
open 4-wheel-drive vehicle a paw-swipe
away from this famished pack of hunters.
Nothing separated us except thin air and a
convenient metal step into the vehicle. Asso
cut the engine. A dreadful silence reigned.
The Dutch couple, the only other tourists
on this particular junket besides my wife
and I, took out their armoury of cameras
and started clicking away, making kisses in
the air as they tried to coax the ferocious
beasts into posing for the optimum safari
shot. Sophie tried to climb onto my lap,
recoiling from the hungry stares.
“Stay still, for God’s sake!” I hissed. After
what seemed like a lifetime, I tried to inject
a casual tone as I suggested that we had
‘done’ the lions and that maybe we could
move on. The waver in my voice prompted
patronising reassurances from our Dutch
companions that there was no danger
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because the lions could not see us in the outline of a vehicle.
Today, once-remote destinations are
threatened by a new species of tourist — the
credit-card adventurer, who ventures on to
broad savannah or into deep jungle
sustained only by fine wines and whatever
else the caterer can provide. “Reminds me of
the time I ventured into the wilds of
Afghanistan,” as WC Fields might say. “We
lost our corkscrew and had to live on
food and water for several days.”
Go anywhere in the world but beware of one-upmanship — that perilous threat to the illusion of exclusivity. “You think this is good,” someone will
inevitably say. “That’s because you haven’t
been to ... It’s like this, but 10 times better!”
And, just so you can’t possibly go and do
the same thing yourself, they will add: “That
was five years ago. Of course, not the same
now. Very touristy. Finished. Pity really.”
It is not surprising that safari guides feel
pressure from clients who have gone to con-
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siderable expense to visit the last continent
on Earth where man can get a vague echo of
what the world was like before it was tamed.
Seeing herds of herbivores and top-of-thefood-chain carnivores should be a humbling
experience, but we were surprised how other visitors took it all in stride.This is perhaps is due to the bombardment of TV nature programmes, many of limited quality.
In an attempt to widen their audience, many
documentaries reduce themselves to the level of a furry soap opera by giving the animals cute little names. “Numa (the lion cub)
is now isolated from her sisters and there is
little hope for her as night approaches ...”
The Dutch couple, had been all over
Africa. By the end of the day they were saturated with the safari experience. I was
relieved when they said they would never
come back to wonderful Ruaha, where the
animals don’t jump through hoops but,
where, with a bit of patience, you can
glimpse a cheetah lying peacefully with its
cubs in the waving grass.
—IHT

The Left parties and the DMK should realise
that the very purpose of their coming together to form the disparate and motley outfit at
the Centre was to ‘strengthen the secular
forces’ in the country. By constantly spewing
venom at the Hindu psyche on the Ram Setu
issue, they are doing exactly the opposite. At
a time when the wind had started blowing
decisively in favour of the UPA alliance, they
have embarked upon providing ready cannon fodder to the “communal” forces led by
the BJP. The main beneficiary of this
unwarranted anti-Hindu tirade will be the
NDA conglomerate; who are bound to exploit
the situation for their electoral advantage.
—Arun B Malankar, Mumbai

Unwarranted comments
Tamil Nadu Chief Minister Karunanidhi has
made it a habit to hurt the religious sentiments of the Hindus by his provocative
speeches ‘Karunanidhi at it again’ (DNA, September 21). When he assumed the office of the
chief minister he took a pledge to preserve
and protect the country’s Constitution, which
claims that India is a secular country and all
governments, at the states and the Centre,

best
cellars
Magandeep Singh

ine is a good sip but very often it can be
a great cooking ingredient too. It can
bring flavours and aromas to a dish that
vegetables and meat can only dream of offering.
But it is not as simple as pouring half of bottle
into a dish and sticking it in the microwave.
Here are some basic pointers.
First and foremost, never cook with wine that
you won’t drink — just like you wouldn’t serve
rotten meat or veggies. And don’t use the most
expensive wine you can find either; it sends the
cost of the cook-out through the roof but more
so, why sacrifice a great wine over a sauce? Buy
good wine that is ready to drink and use it to
prepare the dish and then serve the expensive
wine with the prepared dish.
Next, which wine to choose for what? There
are two things to watch out for: what flavours are
we cooking with and what wine flavours can be
considered complimentary. Remember wine may
seem like one light
drink but when
cooked it concentrates
and
can
spruce up a dish, or, Never cook with
if chosen incorrect- wine that you won’t
ly, dominate the taste
drink — just like
of the meal entirely.
The idea is sim- you wouldn’t
ple: incorporating
the best of a wine serve rotten meat
into a dish so that or veggies
the wine itself is not
as important as what it brings to the preparation. Which is why it is important to analyse the
flavours we are cooking with before choosing the
wine we shall add to it. Usually the same principles of pairing apply as they would with the dish
if it were to be prepared sans wine! So a light
wine for a light dish, high acid wine for crispy
salads and the likes and rich deep red ones for
the meaty and gamey preparations.
Another thing, wine doesn’t always need to be
cooked. Sometimes the recipe requires that we
cook the wine for a long time (constantly simmered but never brought to a boil), especially
when we take a sweet bottle of wine and reduce
it to one-third of its original volume, thus ending up with a thick, rich, syrupy sauce to go with
ice creams and desserts. Sometimes we also do it
with a rich red wine and then use it in tiny
amounts for a salad dressing, to spruce up otherwise dully vinaigrette (that’s vinegar and oil
in a ratio that can be anything from 1:1 to 1:3).
Sometimes a red wine coulee with some fruit
infusion can be served with steaks, mmmm...
But mostly wine is used to make Reductions.
In this process, once a dish is cooked and taken
out of the cooking pan, we heat up the pan and
add a little wine. The wine sizzles instantly and
without giving it too much time to cook we swirl
it around in the pan to collect all the bits of
sauce or veggies that remained stuck to the pan.
We allow for the wine to reduce so that when it
is added to the dish it won’t be too runny and
have a diluting effect on the dish. This mix is
called a reduction and is then added to the dish.
The whole process is done just before service as
the aromas and flavours can’t be obtained or
reactivated by reheating the dish. It is rather, as
the French say, à la minute.
One thing to remember is this: wine should
not be added as an afterthought. But, then sometimes, you can cook with wine and not add it to
food at all. Just sip it and let it inspire you,
allowing it to stimulate the culinary reaches of
your mind...
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Add to taste

The writer is a sommelier

b uzz word...
bullish
bool-ish
■ Having a muscular physique like a bull
■ Obstinate or stupid. Bullheaded
■ Causing, expecting, or characterised by
rising stock market prices. eg: Cheaper
energy is bullish because it stimulates
growth
■ Characterised by favourable economic
prospects.
■ Optimistic or confident: bullish on the
prospects of reaching a settlement.

a nother take...

i nbox...
United we fall

The great
wine cookout

should treat all religions alike. But in Tamil
Nadu, the chief minister ridicules Hinduism
and Hindu practices at the drop of a hat.
Should he not be sacked for violating his oath?
—VVS Mani, Bangalore

II
India is perhaps the only country whose
politicians are experts in science, archaeology, religion, literature etc. With such an excellent talent pool, how come we are so
deficient in executing a civilised political
culture?
—PRV Raghavan, Mumbai

III
This May, we saw Karunanidhi’s sons and
their minions burnt three young men alive,
vandalise a newspaper office and sack the
Minister of IT and telecom, over justifiable
speculation about his succession. His culture
(or lack of thereof) seems to be very close to
the culture of his attackers, whoever they
maybe. Luckily for him Hindus do not burn
dissenters and atheists at stake, so we can give
him the right to air his juvenile views. After
all, Hinduism is big-hearted enough to accept
and incorporate a wealth of intelligent
sophisticated discussions supporting atheism.
—Seema Gupta, Mumbai

Team win

Let live

Team India’s win against the South Africa is
memorable and all the players must be congratulated. The credit for the same goes to the
captain who, after scoring a dogged 45, marshalled his bowling resources well to extract
an incredible win. Newcomer, Rohit Sharma,
though started shakily more than made up
with his useful 50. With Yuvraj Singh hopefully back in the team, we have a fair chance of
making it to the finals beating the Aussies who
are not looking their usual invincible self.
—V Subramanyan, Thane

This is with regards to the article ‘Fatwa
against Salman’ for participating in idol worship. But who are these people to decide what
a person should do and what he shouldn’t?
Anybody can participate in the Ganesha festival. If these bigots are representatives of
Islam, then their roles should be questioned
as Islam is a religion of peace. These reactionary kneejerk fatwas should be condemned as they misrepresent Islam as well as
threaten the social fabric of a multicultural
society like India.
—Ravi Agrawal Mumbai

Why polls?
The recent poll surveys by media channels
have shown the Congress emerging as the
largest single entity in the event of a snap
poll at this juncture. However, it may still fall
short of the magical figure of 270 odd seats by
about 100 seats. The Left parties and the BJP
are expected to suffer a few reverses. This will
give rise to a piquant situation for the Congress party. Will they be again approaching
the comrades for their external ‘support’, as
was the case in the last general elections? But
will not then the power equation will be same
as now? So why at all go for an election?
—Vineet Phadtare, Mumbai.

Bad recovery

Oh what a dotcon it was!
There is a fine strip from
cartoonist Steve Bell dating
back to the beginning of the
Thatcherite economic ‘miracle’, in which his endearing
penguin character transforms into a maniacal market trader. It brilliantly encapsulates a moment at which worth and value became morally deracinated terms and the
bull market started its long, long run. Almost
20 years later, John Cassidy’s dot.con manages to precis the end of the boom, and in particular the five years of feverish greed and
madness that made up the flourishing and
foundering of the ‘new economy’. A crazed
penguin giving share tips is hardly less surreal than the events Cassidy so carefully
archives and weaves together in his book.

It is disgraceful to note that a well-known
private bank employs illiterate thugs as recovery agents. People borrow from the banks
for many reasons and the bank is not
within its rights to humiliate and harass
people to recover loans. There must be regulation to ensure that they employ moderate
and acceptable means and people to
recover loans.
—Michael S Azavedo, Mumbai
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